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Collective hargainingconsidered
1,y Rick Hert

Up before the house at this time
is a bill that has the potential of
changing the relationships between faculty and administration.
The bill is simply titled Bill 2236
and would enable the faculty of the
four-year institutions around the
state to bargain collectively.
Collective bargaining is the
process whereby the members of
the · faculty can deal with the administration on a one to one
basis. The process would allow for

faculty members to seek improvements in working standards,
better benefits, and increased
wag~s.

In the past, bills of this· nature
have not had much success making
it through legislation. Last year,
this same bill passed the Senate
but was held up in Committee
where it died. This year, the bill
faces the same situation, but
seems to be generating more of an
interest, from the faculty members and student groups. ,
At this time, it is clear that the

greatest opposition of bill 2236 they are the only state employees
comes from the · administration who do not have the right to
The only
while the main support stems from collectively bargain.
representation that teachers
the faculty.
Ken Harsha, an administration really have is in the two major
management professor at C~ntral teachers unions which have no real
and chairperson for the Council of ties with the administration.
Faculty Representation sees the "Without collective bargaining, we
bill as a way to even up salary just don't have the muscle to deal
discrepencies. Due to inflation, with legislation," said Harsha.
the faculty are "considerably 1 According to the University of
behind" what they should be said · Washington Daily, this particular
bill is meeting with opposition
Harsha.
Harsha also sees the necessity from the Presidents of most of the
for a voice for the faculty because four-year institutions around the
state.
UW president William Gerberding showed his opposition to the
bill by stating "you won't find
many college presidents anywhere
in favor of collective bargaining."
Former Governor, Dan Evans
who is currently serving as
president of Evergreen State
College believes the faculty's role
in helping run colleges is already
suffjcient to allow professors a
voice in settling contract matters.
George Fredrickson, president
of Eastern Washington University
also agrees with Evans and
Gerberding~
Fredrickson is
claiming that the bill is not one of
originality. He believes .the bill
has been taken from the National
Education Association's public
school bargaining bill. He is not in
favor of this as "Universities are
light years ahead of the public
schools."
President Garrity's concern
seems to fall mostly with the cost
of collective bargaining. "I feel
given the situation in which
decision.
John Freeman, a senior, says, "I faculty are reasonably compen-
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To draft or not to draft
In his State of the Union
Address, . President Carter announced his intention to ask
Congress for legislation and funds
to begin registration for a possible
military draft.
.
The purpose of such a registration is to give military officials
more extensive information on the
number of people available in case
of a national emergency. It does
not mean an immediate draft.
Alth~ugh President Carter did
not go into specific details in his
address, Administration officials
said those from 18 to 26 years pf
age would be expected to register.
No decision on whether to register
women has yet been reached.
However, Secretary of Defense,
Harold Brown, told the House
Armed Services Committee if the
draft is reinstituted it should
include women.
'
Administration officials have
decided to ask Congress for the
$10 million needed to put the
Selective Service System back
• into operation although existing
law gives the President the power
to authorize registration without
Congressional approval.
To begin actual co~scription
though, he would need consent
from Congress. Before he can get
this consent, Congress has re• quired the reserves and the
National Guard be called up first.
Military officials have been
pushing for a registration system
• with increasing urgency in the
past few months. For the first
time since the draft ended in 1973,
all branches of the military have
1 fallen short of their enlistment
goals. Some army sources indicate
the actual troop level is 50,000
short of peacetime strength and
~ more than 80,000 below wartime
requirements. Also, the army's

primary source of trained personnel, the Individual Ready
Reserve, is half a million people
short of their authorized quqta.
This is in direct contrast to the
Soviet Union's army which has
added 400,000 men in the last
decade and is now supported by
almost two million ground troops
in addition to their combat craft.
A random sampling of student
opinion here at Central has
produced no vehement outcry
against the registration and
possibility of a draft. In fact a
majority of the people expressed
their support of :Oresident Carter's

sated, and supported in their
.programs, cost for collective
. ,bargaining far outweighs the
gains." He 'also added that
collective bargaining added a
significant cost to the budget of
higher education which in turp
affects everyone on a college
campus.
Even though Garrity does not
believe this bill will pass, he also
adds that the roof will not fall in if
it does.
Although interest for the bill
runs high by some of the faculty,
others are impartial.
Ken
Hammond, chairman for the
Faculty Senate, expresses that he
"never had a great enthusiasm for
collective bargaining," and does
not care if it passes or not. But he
sees that other faculty members
are interested in it, so ~e will try
to· keep up with it.
Many state wide student organizations, such as Washington
Association of University Students have shown a great deal of
interest in this bill. Jim Anest,
executive director of WAUS
stated, "We're interested in this
legislation from the education
aspects and getting students
involved in the process. We don't
feel that students have the right to
determine the faculty wages, but
when it comes to the educational
process and class room · size, we
feel that students should have
some say."
The bargaining bill is now in the
Rules Committee in which, John
Cherberg, Leiutenent -Governor,
' said, "There would be no hurry to
· get it pushed through."
-

think the draft is good in ways.
We need it because our military
force is down." On women being
drafted; "I'd fight with a women as
long as she was capable."
Cindy' Phipps, a sophomore,
said, "I'd fight. If we're going to
make any headway we have to
show them we're willing to go."
Kevin Ha1ley, a freshman, "I'm
not going to go die for some
businessman. I'd go up to the
mountains or Canada."
Surprisingly most of the men
Continued on P.age 12

Board of Trustees
vote Stastny ~ut
Editor's note: At Friday night's
Board of Trustees meeting, as
reported in the DAILY RECORD,
Dr. Charles Stastny claimed that
he had been misquoted in the
January 24th issue of the CRIER
in his statement that the proceedings carrying hi~ dismissal case
was a "kangaroo· court."
The CRIER stands behind the
publication of Dr. Stastny's quote
which was stated at a recent press
conferenc~.
In a special meeting last Friday
night, the Central Board of
Trustees voted four to one to fire
tenured professor Charles Stastny
_the one dissenting vote coming
from the Chairperson of the board,
Linda Clifton.
The decision was handed down
after more than four hours of
private discussions by the board in

executive session.
In a statement Monday, Stastny
said, "We did not anticipate
success in the Administrative
channel because this channel is
very one-sided."
The vote was th~ culmination of
a series of events that began in
December 1978 with a dispute
over a request for a professional
leave by Stastny. Stastny took the
leave without approval and failed
to fulfill his responsibilities at the
beginning of Winter quarter 1979.
As a result of this incident,
President Donald Garrity recommended Stastny's dismissal from
the faculty.
Stastny had been charged with
insubordination, willful violation of
university rules and gross misconduct, which are found in Central's
faculty code to be grounds for ~
·Continued dll Page 12

THE AFTERMATH-With the flames long since extinguished the
Webster Hotel stands a tower of ice.
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. · A/way toma-ke college affordable. -----

Happenings..·Education expenses.
by Mishelle Powers

Thursday, · February 7

--

- Safety Seminar: Oxyacetylene, at Hogue, 2 p.m.
A.S.C. movie, Harold and Maude, SUB theatre, 3, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ, SUB, Room 214, 7 p.m.
Central Concert Series: Jerry Luedders, Hertz, 8 p.m.
, Phi Alpha Theta: book and bakery sale, Shaw Smysner, 9 a.m.'to
1 p.m.

Central Christian Fellowship, SUB, 9 p.m.
The marketing Club needs students interested in running for
office for the 1980 Spring, Fall antl Winter quarter terms. All
majors welcome. Come and get involved. SUB Room 204, 7 p.m.
CWU Men's Wrestling vs. Pacific University, at PU, 7:30 p.m. ·

FebruaryB
Valentine Dance, Beck Hall, 9 p.m.
Phi Alpha Theta: book and bakery sale, Shaw Smysner, 9 a.m. to
1 p.m.
CWU Women's basketball vs. University of Al~ska, Nicholson
Pavilion, 5 p.m.
CWU Women's swim team \Ts. Oregon State at Oregon, 6 p.m.
SWU Men's basketball vs. University of Alaska, Nicholson
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.

It doesn't take a college
graduate to add up the expense of:
a college education. Thousands of
college students plan, prepare and
arrange financing for their college·
expenses every ~ear.
· An educatio.n doesn't come
cheap. Central estimates college
expenses ·for the 1980-81 school
year at about $3500 for a single
resident student. According to a
pamphlet put out by the office of
the Director of Admissions, tuition
and fees for registration alone
come to $618, and a home away
from home with food on the table
averages $1700. The supplies need
for readin', writin', and arithmatic
(not to mention art, sociology and
biology) ring the cash register at
roughly $240 for three quarters.
Of course, you can't overlook the
necessities such as clothing,
campus dances, movies and potato
chips. An allowance of $990 is set
' aside f?r these personal costs.
The cost prediction for non·
resident students is basically the
same , except for an additional
$1365 for tuition and fees.
If you're discouraged over these
figures and feel you won't be able
to afford a college education~ don't
file your notebook away yet.
There are a variety of ways to help
make a college education affordable.
"Many students choose
com-

a

LIBERTY Theatre

munity college for their first two
years of training," commented
Dean· of Faculty at Yakima Valley
College Dr. Richard Marvin. "it is
less expensive in terms of tuition
and staying closer to home." The
tuition at YVC would add up to
$306 for three quarters, less than
half the cost of tuition at Central.

Vocational training is another·
Benson does not encourage
avenue that is considered, ~spe young students to use the program
cially by those students who are over the conventional college
specializing in a career. The newly education because "it lacks the
developed Yakima Skills Center social intermixing with students of
provides an opportunity for high their own age that a college
school students to begin steps environment can offer." However,
toward preparation for a career or it is another possibility to cut the
college. "The majority of students 'price of a college education.
in vocational training are there
In addition to these alternatives
because they can learn a trade and there is the possibility of receiving
get into the job market quickly," financial aid or other resources to
says Skills Center instructor Jim assist ·in paying for higher
Allison. "About 30 percent of the education. Whether at a four-year
vocational students at the center institution, a vocational school or a
are college bound though. Some community college, "there is a
students utilize the center to learn variety of financial aid alternatives
a job skill that help pay their way available," according to Bill Wilthrough college."
son, Assistant Director of Finan- Another possibility that might cial Aid at Central. "But a student
be considered is the Off-Campus has to apply in order to know if
Programs offered at many col- he's eligible to receive aid."
leges. According to William
This assistance is invaluable to
Benson, Assistant Vice President many students who would not be
for Off-Campus Programs at able to foot the bill for college
Central; it is possible to receive a otherwise. Michele Chambers, an
bachelor of ~rts degree through accounting major at Centr,al
the program.
"A degree is expressed what many students
possible in some areas where we feel, "I wouldn't be attending
offer the Extended Degree Pro- college if it wasn't for the financial
gram," says Benson, . "and un- aid I receive. I _just couldn't afford
it."

Blasts·
from the
past

OPEN 6:45

Saturday, February 9.
CWU Women's basketball vs. Portland State, at Portland, 12 p.m.
c'~TtT Men's ksketball "" University of Alaska, Nicholson
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.

by Heidi Persson

February 10
Central Christian Fellowship, at Grupe, 10 a.m.
Classis Film Series, Cria, Hertz, 7 p.m.
CWU Men's Wrestling vs. Oregon State, at Nicholson Pavilion, 2
p.m.
Shows 7:00 & 9:00
i

A~ tasteful comedy

February 11
Curbstone, SUB pit, noon
Circle K meeting, SUB, 6 p.m.
Callery Show: Margaret Sahlistrand's Paper Works Show, Art
Gallery, all day
Gallery Show: Dan Rice, paintings, Art Gallery, aU day

fpr acUts who can axm.

BLAKE EDWARDS'

10"
~

..

..,.Oi/fi0.,-.crU1Ws-

nwv-11 e l l O I O A - C - -·~

Tuesday, February 12
ASSE meeting, Hogue, Room 211, 6:30 p.m.
Win,ter outdoor living skills, _7 p.m.
CWU Men's basketball vs. University of Puget Sound, Nicholson
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
·

doubtedly, some people .do utilize
the program beca se of financial.
reasons, but the majority of
students are adults with community commitments. For example, a lot of women with
families are trying to return to the
job market through training iJ;J. the
program."

Marijuana was a major concern
on Central's campus in the late
60's. Controversy over the effects
of ·the drug raged constantly and
the penalties for possession or sale
of it were severe. Marijuana users
were defined as "hippies" involved
in some kind of "counterculture"
and often accused of trying to
escape the so-called real world.
In September of 1967, twentysix people arrested in a narcotics
raid here the spring before were
sentenced. Of the twenty-six:
four were given 20-year suspended
sentences along with six months in
the county jail, one. was sentenced
to 10 years in the state
penitentiary on two counts of
selling marijuana, two others were
sentenced to five years in prison,
three were given one year jail
sentences and the others received
terms ranging from 30 to 90 days
in the county jail. Cases against
seven others were dropped for
lack of evidence.
For better or worse, we've come
a long way.

.Now Featuring
For body & shine with~ut a grow out,
·4 New Natural
Shades of Cellophane
- great for guys too!

Papa John's Coffee House, SUB Pit, 8 p.m.

open mon. -sat. till 5:30_( ~ost nights till 7)

NOW OPEN SUN. 1-SPM

J
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Free tax consultation avaHable
An IRS tax assistance program
involving 14 Central accounting
students started this week on
campus, according to accounting
professor Eric L. Thurston.
The Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Program, sponsored by
the IRS, uses 13 accounting
students in their final year of
study to aid the elderly, students
and low income individuals and
families in preparing tax returns

as a free service.
According to Thurston, he and
his students are not considered as
tax preparers. "When tax forms
are prepared under the VITA
Program," · he said, "we are
identified as IRS agents."
Thurston, who teaches income
tax accounting and CPA review,
said the Central School of Business
and Economics was contacted by
an IRS official who requested that

the University assist in the VITA
Program. Students enrolled in the
University's extended degree program at Edmonds have been
participating in a similar VITA
Program for several years.
The decision to work in the
assistance program, according to
Thurston, was made by the
University's accounting students
who receive academic credit for
their work.
The IRS did not specify what
income bracket qualifies an individual for the free service.
However, Thurston said most
students and elderly citizens
would qualify.
He said that if anyone needs
assistance and can not afford to
and then starts to drive, could hire a tax expert, they should
almost assuredly be pres.u rned request help from the VITA
_intoxicated.
If that same Program.
The VITA Program will contipe:r:son had one beer per hour,
mixed with some food, could get nue through March 14 on the
into a car and be presumed safe to campus in Room 104, Barge Hall.
·drive.
.................................
Oswalt finished by saying that if
TYPING
you're attending a party and
intend on doing some heavy
drinking, arrange to spend the · · Valley Secretarial Service
night or get a ride home, for as in
Across from Post Office
the slogan of the State Patrol,
925-9225
"we're bullish on drunk drivers."

DWI laws now
more severe
The Washington State Patrol,
for many years has wanted
stricter enforcement of this state's
drunk driving laws. After much
lobbying with the State Legislature, the State Patrol brought
about tougher laws dealing with
drunk driving.
As the law stood before, when
there was .10 percent alcohol
found in a persons blood stream,
they were "presumed" ·drunk.
This is no longer true. .10 percent
means you are legally inebriated.
Upon proving guilt of driving
under the influence of alcohol,
there is now a mandatory one day
jail sentence, which can not be
suspended.
Accompanying the
sentence, there may also be a
minimum $500 fine and these can
increase with each DWI (driving
while intoxicated) a · person receives.
Sergent D.I. Oswalt of the
Ellensburg Patrol said, some of
the statistics surrounding drunken
driving related accidents are
astounding. In 1978, there were
1006 fatal accidents, 440 of which
were associated with drinking.
This was approximately 45 percent of the total accidents.
Once convicted of a DWI, the
driver faces many problems, such
as suspension of their license,
higher insurance rates, and re- .
quired insurance.
.
Oswalt explained that alcohol j
effects everyone different, usually :
according to weight. This means!
that an appoximately 150 pound·
person, who has bolted four beers:

Summer 'i obs
The National Park Service is
looking for summer interns.
Specifically, undergraduates in . ,
Occupational Safety, Safety and
Health, or Engineering (with some
safety education). Interns will
assist in safety training, inspections of work sites and camp sites
on their own, as well as accjdent
investigation and analysis. There
are five vacancies nationwide, and
. interns may indicate where they;
would like to be located.
Interested students can call,.
Jean Hawkins or Dr. Ron Hales at
the Central Safety Center for 1
more information. The deadline I
for applica~ions is Feb. 22.

·.·································

: Tax assistance will be available because students want to pay close
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 9 attention to accuracy and doublecheck their work.
a.m. to 3 p.m.
The IRS has told Central,
According to Thurston, persons
should bring their 1040 or 1040A according to accounting student
packet, their . W2 form and any Linna Hoeterhoff, that this is a
supporting information. If they do pilot program and, if successful,
· not have receipts or sufficient . will be a prototype for others
·records, they should bring a throughout the nation.
Many community agencies, Hoewritten list detailing their deterhoff said, have told Central
. ductions.
Approximately two days will be "there is a crying need hr the
taken with each return, he said, services."

:Williams Flori§! &

Gar~n 8JI,p
Arrangements starting at $5.95

·bud va'3eS .·rose andmixed arrangemmts

Cut Flowers
dirysanthemmns,azal~,~nias..&violets

Wide seledionofHousePlants
Dont forgetthatlfECial Vlilentine
Please Place · Orders Early

There's a lot

more ·or these
around
than·you

10 0 W • 8 l h 9 2 5. 31i6

wahte<t"'

-==7\

Elft!)l o--'J--el'___s_e.....
_,,--k-i-ng. ·-,··

college student ror
well-ppiying s~r
job:

might think.
And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas Jobs, too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

l

·

Pleas~e

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
Look for summer Job

issue of lnsidet

~ccP~nuing

series VI u>llege
newspaper supplen1eris.
FORD DIVISION . , .

I
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Co,i ninentary
Don't knock
nuclear,powetLanyBreerl
j

While whipping up a new batch your thermostats 10 degrees. ·
of Larry's Magnificent Dill Pickle : When figured on the Fahrenheit .
Dip, it occured to me that the · scale of human comfort, that is the
power being used by the blender approximate percentage of nuclear
to deal with the cohesiveness of power that you are using.
the cream cheese, might be ,
.
.
stealing some of the precious
It was time to . sl~p the
energy that was otherwise going tablespoon of mayonnaise mto the
to the heating elements to keep blender, a~d my taste buds. were
our well-packed apartment warm ~eap-£:oggmg each other trymg to,
against the forces of a bitter im~gme what would soon be
winter.
theirs.
This dichotomy began to disI couldn't imagine that anyone in
solve as I remembered that his or her right J:llind would dial
morniiig's
announcement
on down to remove that portion of
KXLE that the Bonneville Power nuclear-reactor generated power
Administration had been provid- . · from their burrow of comfort-but
ing additional parcels of electricity . I could imagine the same bunch
to local utilities-a necessity at 27 coming out again next spring,
degrees below zero-provided by extoling the wonders of the sun,
the nuclear-power plant at .Han- ' geo-thermal energy and the water
hyacinth-and damning with all
ford.
That brought me to an imme- vigor the power produced by the
diate confrontation with happen- collision of atoms.
Well, I reckon they have their
ings last spring when students and
faculty alike massed in protests right to do that and I would be the
last to stop them. But one tiny
against nuclear energy.
I recall that there were some favor now. Please be truthful with
terribly poignant speakers back me. Diminish all the emotion and
then who reminded us of the rhetoric and give me the facts. I
horrors of plutonium poisoning don't want to hear that one
and a thousand other deadlines . microgram of plutonium will cause
that accompany the nuclear · me to shrivel up and grow a tail.
science.
All due credit to Why? Because I am more likely to
them-and a request: Please, all encounter one microgram of
nuclear protesters, turn down plutonium from open-air testing
that was conducted before the ban,
than I am from a nuclear-power
plant that provides heat for a
steam-turbine electric-generating
plant some 100 miles distant. I am
much more likely to suffer from a
cold apartment, if and when the
brown-out comes.
It would seem a great-deal more
precise to oppose the production
and stock-piling of nuclear weapons-instruments of war that
could cause the heaping of 150 to
200 million human bodies-a
.threat more in line with intelligent
protest.

Letters to the Editor
Musicians need , ..
recognztzon
Dear Editor:
It seems that the Crier staff is
hunting farther afield than is
necessary for stories. In the Jan.
17 issue of the Crier a full half page
article was devoted to a jazz
musician from Portland, Oregon.
Listed were the various instruments, and their brand names,
along with some of the many
choices of repetoire this musician
presented.
My point is this: Why does the
Campus Crier go out of it's way to
report on something ·a writer
happened to attend instead of

ThO dill-pickle dip was delicious. .

a

oSUPER ··
.CUPID
oCrier's·ValentineMessages ·
Valentine.Messages .
Oprinted in the Ounpus Crier Feb.14
75cfor 10 irords or IRSS,5c a irordafter 10.
Oclip out ad, wrde message on, & turn ~to
SUB info booth,byFe b.12

walking into Hertz Hall where he
could easily find many others
fine-and also not so well
known-jazz groups which consist
of CWU students?
If this means a new trend in
reporting concerts, as well as our
own students, I applaud it highly,
but if it's just another fill-in-thepage layout, I call it lazy
journalism.
Almost all of Central's musicians
have been practicing and performing on their instruments for
anywhere from one to fifteen or
twenty years, and have devoted

their best efforts to make the
entire music program the best in
the state, and pnhaps the
country.
Has there been an article lately
about the fact that Central's
Symphony Band is going to play at
the State Music Educator's Conference in Bellingham, Wash.?
That's quite an honor, well earned,
I might add. I'd like to see feature
articles on these people who are
representing our university, instead of a "one man band from
Gladstone, Oregon."
Nancy Pinnt

D 0 n' t c I OS e Heheler !
1

teachers were excellent, highly
Dear Editor: .
I was extremely surprised to skilled and attuned to the need for
read in the Crier of the proposal high-quality child education. I feel
made by the Academic Planning very fortunate to have attended;
Committee to close Hebeler we knew we were part of a special
School. I don't know tlie reasons group. The structure of Hebeler
behind their recommendation, but has changed, but I know children
I do know the closure would have a are still receiving first class
very negative effect on those who. academic stimulation from the
program. How tragic it would be
are now a part of the program.
The situation strikes a personal for them to lose that opportunity.
Although I am an aerospace
note in me, as I am an old student
major, I have visited some ECE
of "College Elementary School" from nursery school in 1954 classes this quarter out of
through 6th grade.
When curiosity as I am expecting a child
compared to the alternatives in April. I found the classes to
available, CES seemed very enjoyable, educational, and exprogressive even then. The tre~ely well · presented. I was

very impressed with the department. Having a lab-school to work
with adds a genuine touch of
superiority to the program. With
all the emphasis in the last few
years on early child development,
I am amazed that a traditionally
- education oriented .school like
Central would even consider
curtailing this part of its curriculum.
Maybe I'm being nostalgic, but
that's not the only reason I'd hate
to see Hebeler close. It would be a
shame for the children to lose this
. progressive educational environment, and as much of a shame for
the Early Child Education department to lose any of the quality that
it now has.
Mindy Desens

Poor
journalism
· · Dear Editor:

0

MakesomeonehapP,.

I know it is like flogging a dead
horse to comment on the editorial
quality of the CAMPUS CRIER,
but I had to protest this one. How
can anyone who calls themself a
journalism student, or at least a
student, make such an obvious
mistake as confusing "eminent"
with "imminent". I refer to the
headline of the article, "Stastny
vs. administration, Court battle
eminent".
I hope you've sent J .A. Lupo
back to English 101!
T1n:tothy Hillard

. February 7, 1980
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Letters to the Editor

~ Campus ·officer receives complaint
Dear Editor:

reverse and getting it stuck in the
My 'girlfriend and I are writing snow we decided to continue
this letter as a complaint. On the moving forward and go around the
evening of Monday the fourteenth . long way. When we reached the
of January 1980 we had come back turn there was an officer in a
from a bible study held at Rev. G. Campus Police car ticketing a ear
horson's residence 207 East blocking the way to the right.
There was a car's length
Seventeenth Street. We left at
11:00 p.m. to return home to between them thereby causing the
St udent Village. We circled the officer's car to block the way to the
arking lots closest to the left. Because both ways were
apartment twice each, looking for blocked we had to stop the car.
the
a place to park. We did not find We waited for five minutes
one space big enough to park the officer to move his car. When he
ar, so we · decided to look for a finally did he drove to the
spot to park in t he lot north of northwest entrance to the lot and
Student Village and east of the parked. When we started forward
we discovered the ear to be stuck
football ·field.
We started up one lane and in the soft snow.
My girlfriend, who was drivuig,
spied a spot open in the other lane,
and rather than putting the ear in signaled to the officer by honking

for

drive all the way around because ·
the officer was still parked in the
way that we needed to go. As a
result we got stuck again, half-in
and half-out of a parking spot, at
this point we gave up, locked the
ear and left, after first making
sure that the cars on either side
could get out. Face it, a 1964
Impala is just too heavy for two
people to move out of the snow at
11:30 p.m.
I realize the importance of
security around the university,_

the horn of her car and flashing
her lights, after several repetions
of this the officer drove off. Ve9.
shortly two young men came and
helped us out of the snow. Just as
we started to loosen the car from
the snow the officer drove up
behind us.
He approached me and sarcasti.cally told me that he didn't ever
want to see me driving and
accused me of being inebriated. I
told him I was not and where I had
been, and he proceeded to argue
with me. He didn't apologize until
I confirmed the number of his
badge (badge #610) which I had
taken off the ticket he had put on
the car previously mentioned.
After we had backed the car
·down the parking aisle we had to

•

IS

it

0

W.F. Vazquez Jr.

Editor's Note: Badge #610 is
assigned to Campus Police officer
Scott Kinnear.

.FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
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War/ What

but there is no excuse for sarcasm,
rudeness, and lack of interest
when someone is in need of
assistance. For I myself, am
applying for a · position on the
Washington State Patrol.

. .. ..

.-~ ~<"" "

good for?

0

Dear Editor:
As I read Ted Anderson's
ditorial, "Who Will Stand Up for
America?", in last week's Crier,
some fundamental questions ran
through my head. "Just what do
·e hope to accomplish by
reinstating the draft?" "What are
our motivations for maintaining a
strong national defense?" Presi··ent Carter in his recent State of
the Union Address spoke of
"human rights" and the need to
"work for a more peaceful world."
•1 the next breath he promised to
insure the preservation of our
freedoms by raising the defense
budget by 5 percent. Apparently,
proclaimed ideals are in direct
conflict with the reality of our
actions.
We've become accustomed to seeking short-term
l:i lutions to our problems, rather
than daring to explore their
depths and asking whether these
surface answers really meet our
Geeds or lead us closer to our goal
of peace. It's so easy to build
another bomb, or prepare to wage
another war, but what have we
- ally accomplished? Rather than
helping to create a more peaceful
world, we have increased our
capabilities for destruction and the
·" insecurity and conflict for us and
all other nations.
I cannot
comprehend any rationale which
claims that an atomic bomb in the
ank is a stand for human rights!
With the present state of global
instability, there seems to be great
concern that opposition to the
raft will "be a sure sign to the
world that the people of the U.S.
are no longer willing or capable of
.efending themselves." Rather, I
would hope that opposition to the
draft is a sure sign to the world
that the people of this country are
sick and tired of war! Should we
c oose to have freedom based on
the "security" that we are capable
of destroying our enemies before
°"ey destroy us? And even this at
the risk of destroying ourselves at
the same time?
In 1977 the world spent $400
Ulion-$1 million per minute-on
military expenditures, and employed over -one-half of the world's
scientists and engineers in the war
$[fort. In our country alone, this
past year over 47 percent of every
citizens tax dollar was allocated to
the defense budget-and that
llount is expected to increase
significantly this- coming year.
Under present circumstances with
our technological -capabilities · for
C!"~struction, the search for peace
takes on an urgency and intensity
never felt before.
Nuclear
over-kill is a common phrase
,.C

today. And does it really matter if . to realize that once we find the '
we are able to blow ourselves up · source of our truth, we need not
three times over, or five, or even search alone.
ten? Once is one time too many!
INDEPENDENr AUTO REPAIR
Do you think that a plea for
non-violence is a plea for inaction ..
Beth Schermer
603 North Main
925-5539
I will defend the right to freedom
and security for myself and all
peoples of the earth, but the time
has come to realize that peace will
not be found in a nuclear arms .
race. We as a nation and a world
.}j: The IDEAL instrument. Can be played by a person
must begin to devote our
of ANY age, easy to carry, is only 30 inches high
resources and energies into a
',".
~and has 28 strings.
committed search for new and
peaceful methods of conflict
-~ A special $200 discount (70%) off our regular
resolution. The U.S. will have
~~
price of $288 will be given to the FIRST SEVEN
taken a giant stride towards a less
violent world when we as citizens
faculty and student$ of
of a wealthy elite begin to identify
-:~
ourselves as citizens of the earth,
who place an order prior to:; Feb. 29, 1980
and work to close the gap of
-~
~,,I'
inequality that exists between us
Full price $88.00 (shipping extra).
and our two billion hungry
-:
~
Instruction
cassette and accessories available.
neighbors. A lije of non-violence is
:~ 4102 N. 15th
Money-back guarantee
one of resistance to all forms of
greed, injustice, and oppr~ssion,
'
: = a , Washington ~oobtuin•,
an accessory
while firmly rooted in an earnest
;~
Ph. 752-9847
available for $12.00).
search for truth. There are no
:~'".. :~'- :~'- :~: :~' :~',_ :~'. :~'- :~".. :~: :~',_ :~'~:jt.'~ :~ =~~ :~'- :~~ :~',_ :~' :~',_ :~' :~' ;~'1 easy answers, but it is important
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A SonyfuHy ~utomatic Dired ~Drive
Turntable At $:159·95 ·Incredible !

Features
O Economical . high-performance direct-drive design
O Sony's own brushless and slotless BSL motor with advanced
Magnedisc servo control for uniform torque and accurate
speed monitoring and correction
O Vari.a ble speed control :!:4% for fine-tuning turntable speed
o Rapid startup. speed change
o J-shaped aluminum tonearm with tonearm safety clutch
O Viscous damped cueing. feather-touch controls, strobe light

·This Week On:l y At

"

PS-T25
FULLY AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE
TURNTABLE SYSTEM

OPEN
MON.~

SAT.

: ·l 0:30 - 5:30 .

ELLENSBURG, WA 98928
"°8 North P91rl
982-2830 .
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•
Students find expression
in dance
by Mishelle Powers

They say practice makes perfect
and Central's dance group Orchesis is taking that to heart. Dance
instructor Laria Jo Sharpe says
the group is spending anywhere
from two to eight hours a week
rehearsing for their annual spring
program.
Sharpe explained that for over
13 years students who are
interested in participating in
dance have been able to express
themselves through Orchesis. ·
"Those who are involved with
Orchesis are excited over the act
of performing.
They are incredibly dedicated and the time
they spend working on their dance
is very fulfilling for them," said
Sharpe.
·
John Rowan, an Orchesis dancer
for just over a year agreed. "The
thing that interests me the most is
the i~pact of the feeling of being
on stage. It's a great feeling to
have everything in the proper
place in your head before you go
on and then performing with your
body in tune."
The excitement of the stage is
not ignored by Orchesis dancer
Anna Maccarrone either. "I can't
wait for the program," Maccarrone
confessed. "The fun of the
costumes, the make-up and the
lights is going to be great."
Julie Kastien, president of the
group, enjoys the excitement of
. working on the stage too; but she
explained another important as-

pect. "The dance group is a great
experience because of the positive
interaction between the students
and teacher. We share a common
goal and interest of performing.
The first time I performed with
the group was the most exciting
time of my life."
Orchesis gives these college
dancers something beyond just a
performance. According to Kastien it gives a student the chance
to "feel like a professional without
the sense of competition that you
get in the professional world."
"Orchesis lets you experience
what it's like to be a dancer,"
agreed Chris Coffing, Orchesis
dancer since last fall quarter. "It's
also fun because of the different
levels of talent in the group.
Everyday I learn something new
and I feel I'm better because of it,"
said Coffing.
Although the group is directed
towards performing it should be
kept in perspective.
Orchesis
dancer Pam Billing feels it's
important that other students
know that Orchesis is "just people
having fun."
Occasionally a student will quit
the group or decide not to join
because they feel they're not good
enough. Sharpe said, "Often times
a student without technical background in · dance can't see
themselves in a positive light.
They don't realize that everyone is
on an individual level depending
upon their experience. They need
to take into consideration that it's

invalid to measure themselves
against someone else."
"When I first joined Orchesis I
felt I wasn't going to be good
enough," confessed dancer ·Cindy
Gray, "but now I feel comfortable
and see that everyone develops
their own style. And sometimes
even if you're doing something the
wrong way, it can still be right."

quarter progression of choosing
dances to prepare for their spring
program. Sharpe explained the
process, "We coordinate as many
different dances as the students
create. At the end of winter
quarter we examine each dance to
see its progress. The first cutting
of dances is not meant to eliminate
dances, but to cut them to what's
in the best interest of Orchesis and
.the individuals. Many times a
dance may not turn out like it was
planned. This previewing gives us
a good idea of what the dances will
be like and whether or not they
will be ready by performance
time~
·

Billings added · that she has
difficult times too but, "It's nice to
know that I'm not the only one
that doesn't · get something."
Sharpe explained that a highly
trained dancer would probably
grow in leadership and creativity
in choreography instead pf advancThe winter preview is followed
ing technically. "Orchesis has a
common objective for everyone in . by another spring evaluation.
the group from the beginner to "During this time, the fin8:l
deci.sion of which dances will be
those with more experience."
"included in the show is made
Of the 38 dancers only four are Then, the remaining three weeks
men. Jeff Palmer, one of the four, · of spring, the dancers spend
joined the group three years ago polishing their dances to perbecause of his interest in dance formance level," said Sharpe.
and his interest in the number of
girls in the group. Palmer believes
The group will attempt to
that there aren't more men in the present a variety of dances in their
group because "they are insecure · program by using improvisations
of their own macho image because of different styles.
of societies pressures. It's too bad
"We're going to try to offer a
there aren't more men involved
because just like anything else, it variety from intense, dramatic
can be as masculine as you want to dances to those that are fun and
frivolous," said Kastien.
make it."
After three quarters of preThe structure of the class is paration, Orchesis will perform in
informal but disciplined.
The the Three Penny Playhouse May
group goes through a quarter by 14-17.
.

-
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'Music of the future' looked at
by Rick Capeloto
Perhaps a history of people and
epochs behind Jazz Night might
help to give some personality to
the musk of the future.
Jazz is slowly penetrating every
form of American music in
approach to melody, rhythm or

harmony, from pop to religious
music.
Jazz is said by some to express
hate, others say love, and yet
others say jazz expresses everything. Well, since jazz is almost
100 years old, it is understandable
that it divulges so many emotions
to so many different types of

people.
Jazz supposedly started in New
Orleans in about the 1890's under
the brand of "Dixieland", which
was popular until about 1917.
"Ragtime" is a form of jazz which
started in 1890 and was the rage
until 1920. "Chicago Dixieland"
ran from 1917-1933, "Swing's"
decade was from 1933-1943,
"Boogie Woogie" from 1910-1943,
"Beebop" 1943-1953, "Cool" 19471956, "Funky" 1953-1964, and we
are involved in "Eclectic jazz",
otherwise known as free, third
stream, jazz rock, synthesized,
eastern fusion or whatever you
might wap.t to call it. Jazz talks. If
you ask people about it, they tend
to be quite opinionated, in that
they don't like this or that-which
means jazz has said something to
them.
There are in jazz, as in all other
art forms, the people who were
instrumental in the evolution of
the early art.
Like Jimmy
Rushing, the Blues shouter who in
the 30's would shout music all
night without the aid of a
microphone. Coleman Hawkins, of
"Body and Soul" fame, ate about
three pounds of raw coffee beans a
day, and Lester Youngs' unorthodox tilt of his head to _the left while

Poet-in-schools
to read works
David Romtvedt, who was
poet-in-the-schools in .Ellensburg
last fall and is currently working in
that role in Yakima, will read from
his poetry at Central February 12
at 7:30 p.m.
The free program will he in the
lounge of CWU's Language and
Literature Building. Everyone is
invited to hear Romtvedt talk
about his poetry and himself at the
reading sponsored by the CWU
Department of English and School

of Arts and Humanities.
Romtvedt, originally from Portland, received a writer-in-residence grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts in 1978
for his work in Port Townsend. He
has also worked at Graywolf Press
in that city as a printer.
Romtvedt's poems have appeared in a variety of journals,
including American Poetry Review, Ironwood, Paris Review and
Poetry Now.

McDonald's
caters to
student body
bodies.
We'll feed the whole bunch for
you.
Just phone your order in ahead of
time and it11 be ready when you
get here.
H your order totals $10.00 or more
we11 even reward your delivery
person
{the one who picks up
the order J · with a
coupon good for
a free Big Mac

her next visit
this McDonald's.
· offer expires
21 1980
Mardi •

McDonald~
of

Ell~urg

.®

Phone: 925-6101

SUB Theatre
FdJmaryl4
3, 7,& 9 :30p.m.
Admmon$1.50

he pla'yed his sax became a style.
Or James Scott, the first black to
ever record music, and Tex
Benecke-the man who took over
the Miller hand after Glenn's
disastrous plane crash.
How about Miles Davis' Summertime on his revered "Birth of
the Cool" album, and Django
Reinhardt-who was hot in the
50's as the gypsy who had melded
European and American jazz into a
respectable art form.
There w.ere the geniuses who
were shifted from the sanitarium
to the stage, such as Bud Powell
and Charlie Parker. Irving Mills
made Duke Ellington famous, and
one of his band members, Harry
Carney, played sax with that band
from 1926 until Duke's death in the
70's. Eddie Durham recorded the
first guitar solo in 1935, using a pie
tin for amplification.
There' are always the regretable
early deaths of gifted young
musicians who neglected their
health for music. Bix Biederbeck,
Charlie Christian, Benny Moten,
Charlie Parker and Lester Young
are just a few of the many players
who literally partied their lives
away. Their stories are left untold
and the potential they had is

forever unfulfilled.
There are, however, the increments in which music became
what it is today-through so many
· years of change. Sheet music was
first printed on a large scale in
1910, and altho.ugh it was believed
that the market would die, sales
soared up to 2 billion copies.
Another example might be how
10 inch -..records were replaced by
12 inch records in 1948, while 45
rpm's replaced 78's in the early
50's. Or that Minton's restaurant
in New York was the ultimate
music hangout for after hours
music from about 1938-1943. And
the introduction of juke boxes
after the depression caused one of
the biggest musician strikes in
history. ·
The list is endless. as far as
contributions, places and people
go.
Like other forms of music, jazz
employs tones, phrasing and
rythmic nuances. But its most
important distinctive feature is
improvisation. This sets it apart
from every other form of American music.
It is truly a mode of expression
which can adapt to any form of
communication or language.
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Radio announcer finds job fun
"In radio you don't have to look at
people; you can hide behind the
mike."
What about the odd hours, and
lack of aud'ience response?
Doesn't that make it lonely?

by Fred Kohout
Radio announcer; perhaps the
most unrewarding job in the
·entertainment field. The announcer cannot be seen or cannot
see his audience. There is no
audible form of feedback. So why
do it?

"Not really," says Hughes, "you
know there is someone out there
listening and it's your job to keep
them company." Hughes handles a
three-to-six shift on Fridays for
KCAT F.M. 91. "I enjoy the
campus station for a couple of
reasons. First, I can work on
polishing my skills for when I
enter commercial broadcasting;
second, it's a learning situation at
F.M. 91 so we all have a good time,
and last, I am working for an
audience my age, so it's a lot easier
to communicate and relate to
them."
·

"It's fun, plain and simple," says
Pat Hughes, a 21-year-old freshman from Olympia. . Hughes has
been doing DJ work since 1978.
Originally introduced to the
broadcast medium through a
family friend, Pat's ·career has
taken him to a variety of stations;
KITN in Olympia, KLOG in Kelso,
KMAS in Shelton, and finally
KCAT, the campus station.
"I suppose my motivation for
becoming involved in radio lies in
the fact that when communicating
face to face with a large audience I
am shy," states Hughes. He adds,

. So there you have it, an inside
look at the people that are never
seen but are always heard.

ON THE RADIO-Freshman Pat Hughes spends his Fridays at the campus radio station, KCAT.

Saxophonist to play

Movie probes childhood
by Jan Richards
A young girl who becomes
involved in adult affairs she barely
understands is the principal in
Cria!, Sunday night's Classic Film
'n Hertz Hall.
The melodramatic comedy is
directed and written by Spanish
director Carlos Saura and stars
Ana Torrent as the girl and
Geraldine Chaplin as her mother.

In Cria! Ana has a flair for
wandering into situations she
doesn't fully understand. To
confuse matters even more, she
feels compelled to assess these
situations and act on her feelings.
One of these is the decision she
makes to poison her philandering
father, who she blames for her
mother's cancer death.
The events are told as remembered by the heroine grown up,

Jerry Luedders, one of the
leading classical saxophonists in ·
the U.S., will be a guest recitalist
at the Central Series Concert on
but the frame of the picture is the Feb. 21.
Sponsored by the Central Music ·
period which is presented as
Department, Luedders will presuperimposed time sequences.
sent a varied program of saxoThe movie, which will show at 7 phone literature at the free
p.m. Sunday, probes the confusion concert, beginning at 8 p.m. in
that accompanies the pre-adole- Hertz Recital Hall on campus.
scent years. It, illustrates the
His 70-minute program will
paradox adolescents often repre- include Sonata No. 6 by Handel,
sent of being half-right while which is a transcription of a violin
exuding a confidence of having sonata, works by French ·composers Jean Francaix and Roger
everything figured out.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Boupry, Concerto by the American

Faculty concert .goes

VALENI'INE'S DAY
SALE·
rvwtlro-ugh ValentinesDay

Karel Husa and Sonata Opus 29 by
Robert Muczynski.
Director of the Lewis and Clark
College school of music, as well as
college orchestra conductor,
Luedders is an American expert
on French musical works for the
saxophone.
Luedders will be accompanied at
the Thursday evening recital by
pianist Ann Schaffert Miller,
chairman of the Lewis and Clark
College piano department, who
performed during 1978 as ac
companist at a Carnegie Hall
recital and at the World Saxophone Cpngress in Chicago.

Hungarian

Music professor Jeff Cox will
Hungarian folk melodies will be concert.
Scheduled for 8 p.m., the team up with Margret Cornelldancing through the audience at
next Tuesday's Central Series · February 15 event will feature Gries, wife of Dr. Peter Gries, for
three Central professors and the the Bach piece. Cox is a violinist
wife of a fourth. The musical and Cornell-Gries plays harpsi~
Ellen~burg·~ Bicycle Shop
-,
selections include a Bach Sonata in chord, as well as several other
ffi®c:{~C~Il® A Major for violin and harpsi- instuments: For the Beethoven
chord, a Beethoven Sonata in G for , Sonata, Cox will again play violin,
l•••••
Pe11geo1'1
violin and piano, and a duo by and professor Tim Strong will be
flrll...Oolld !;:;,~::,·~eo;,;• ~s·:.~s.:":;!J.J326 ~
at the piano. Maria DeRungs of
Zoltan Kodaly.
Central's music faculty will team
up with Cox for the Kodaly duo.
Kodaly was a 20th-century
Hungarian composer, better _
known for his method of teaching
children to sight read music than
for his composing. According to
DeRungs, the duo is one of hjs
more frequently played pieces.
Of the duo, DeRungs says, "It's
very exciting, with . lots of dance
tunes and a very Hungarian
flavor." Cox described it as·
"gorgeous." '
1

\} \)\) \) \) \)
all men's underwear&socks

20%off
women's

sleepwear

20%off
glasswear

20%off
women's sweaters

·. ·and many otle-lmgains al .
"Our business is

going pla,Cf!S"

434 North Sprague
'
EUensburg
Phone 9-~5-6961
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Sports
Cats duntp Warriors
unanswered points to take control victory hiked Central's record to
The Wildcats fought off a stiff down the stretch. The Warriors · 17-4 on the year, their eighth
challenge from visiting Lewis- were still within five, 64-59, with straight victory.
It wasn't until the 15:22 mark of
Clark of Idaho Saturday night to four minutes to go, and 72-67 with
win, 80-69. The scrappy Warriors two remaining, but couldn't get the first half that Central erased
the "zero" from their side of the
brought a 6-11 mark with them, any closer.
The Wildcats put together scoreboard. Ray Orange slammed
but they definitely -played better
numerous spurts, but couldn't put the ball down the bucket to break
than their record suggested.
Tomorrow night, Central opens the Warriors away. "We would a string of five consecutive
a cruCial two-night stand with get things going, then: we'd turn it misfires by the Cats. Orange had
Alaska-Fairbanks, who is cur- over or break down defensively," three dunks in the ball game.
"We were just too tight at the
rently in second place right behind Coach Nicholson said.
beginning," Nicholson said. "But
the Wildcats.
Aside from an early Wildcat
Central made 29-53 field goal the way we recovered from that
lead (15-6), the contest was very attempts (55 percent), while bad start was · just great," h~
close. The visitors qad two cold ' Lewis-Clark · went 25-55 (45 per- added.
spots which really hurt them; they cent). Dennis Johnson led all
went three minutes before break- scorers with 30 points, (11-12 FG's,
Central tied the score at 25 with
ing zero, and they went the final . 8-10 FT's) while Ray Orange and four minutes remaining, and
two minutes without scoring a Eli Carter added 15 for the enjoyed their first "lead, 29-27 at
winners.
bucket.
the half. The Cats scored two
Falling behind 11-0 early in the quick baskets to open the second
After trailing 38-37 at halftime,
Lewis-Clark took their first lead game, the Wildcats •came back to half, from then on their lead
41-40 but couldn't hold. on. The avenge an earlier loss tQ Eastern, fluctuated between five and ten
Cats then reeled off eight beating the Eagles 65-59. The points.

Men swimmers excel
in .non;.. league meet
by Kirk Findlay

races.
"Walker is a talented young
The Wildcat swim team cap- man," Gregson commented. He
tured fourth place in last week- ~ also had high praise for senior
end's Washington St.a te AAU Scott Shake who was involved in
open, hosted by the University of both relays. Scott is our most
Washington. Forty teams com- experienced swimmer, so we look
peted in the meet, which attracted to him for leadership and, of .
the state's top high school and course, to score well for the team
amateur swimmers, as well as last
year's NAIA defending ·champs
Simon Frasier.
· Although it was a non-league
meet, the team swam hard,
needing to get times that m~et
National qualifying standards. "I
don't feel like the team let up, I
think we just didn't swim up to our
capability," stated coach Bob
Gregson.
Despite the sub-par performance, there were some bright
spots. Freshman standout Jeff
Walker took second in the 50 yd.
freestyle and third in the 100 yd.
freestyle, getting nipped by UW
swimmers in both events. Central
relay teams faired well, coming
away with two third place finishes
' in the 400 yd. medaly and freestyle

(points)."
.
Central will take it's 11-2 dual
meet record to Puget Sound this
Monday where they hope to chalk
up another victory. "I'm really
looking forward to that one," said
Gregson. "Their team matches up
with ours very well talent-wise, so
it should go down to the wire."

Roses
Are
Red...

········~·~······················

Terry Hawkins

925-4176

'Tear after year. semester ·
I after semester. the

Violets are blue; have we got a special meal planned
sh imp, covered with a special dressing, Black Forest
for you! Come spend a romantic evening with us at Cake and a whole lot more. So find your sweetheart
the·Sweetheart Valentines Dinner on February 14th quick (even a friend will do ) and get your tickets at ·
from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. The Sweetheart Valentines the Food Services Office .in Holmes Dining Hall by
Dinner _
is our special way qf saying Happy Valentines
February 8th:(Yikes, that's tommorrow!) There are a
Day to all of you who dine. with ~.s through the l()ng ..limited number of tickets available, so get yr-.urs
.· · · ·
·
··
· cold winter~
today. Ah yes, the prices are the sweetest part of the
Yo~ r~ally can't affp~d to miss this scrumptious feast,
whole dinner~ for meal ticket holders only $1.00,
$eryed in the Sue Dining Hoom teaturing· Roast gye meal ticket holder with a guest only $3.50, and
of ·Prime .Rib, Tomato stuffe.c;i. Vvit_h mush.~oom and ·:·;' regular cash price only $5..00 pe·r person.

CollegeMaster· from
Fidelit\· Union Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on
•
:

DEFENSE-Sam Miller applies the pressure.
Photo by .J o Cu1,1ningham

art

campuses all over America.
Find out why.,
Call the Fidelity Union
College Master~
Field Associate
in your area:

~-
:~

COllegeMaster"

..••........•........••.•...••...

.

·~ ~

...-

I/resented Hy·c rt' u ·Food Services

-· .:
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third .straight

by Richard Metz

faced a strong Centralia Com- Landrie · has proved to be
m unity College team led b~ consistent for the Cats game in
Playing at home has certainly forward Johnny Hammond.
and game out.
made a_ difference for Central's Scores and statistics were not
Both teams started slowly, but
junior varsity basketballers, at available at press time.
Central slower than EWU as the
least in the win-loss column, so
Against Eastern Washington Eagles took a 10-2 lead. EWU's
much in fact that the team has a U11iversity on Saturday night, the dominance on the offensive boards
three game win streak under its Cats coasted to a boring 27-21 and numerous turnovers by the
half-time lead, and came back in Cats led to· the sluggishness by
belt.
Saturday evening at 5:15 p.m. the second half to record a 64-56 CWU. A more aggressive defense
the Cats will play host to Western victory. Central was led by the 19 and three field goals by Landrie
Washington University's junior points of Scott Tri and the 17 tied the score at 10. A pair of
varsity. Wednesday, the Cats points of steady Lars Landrie.
free-throws by Tri gave Central its
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . first
lead ahad
12-10.
Landrie
10 points in the first
half, and Tri accounted for eight
connecting on 8-8 free-throws. ·
The two of them combined .for 18
of Central's 27 first half points.
Second half action was mostly
Central. A solid zone defense cut
off the EWU offense and allowed C
Central to race to a 13 point lead at
37-24. Outside shooting brought
the Eagles back into the hunt and
with 5:20 remaining they were
·.
only trailing by one 49-48.
After a basket by Mark
Madison, Landrie hit a three-point
play to put the Cats up by 6, 54-48.
Central displayed good ball control
in the waning minutes, and
another three-point play this time
by Warren Starr with 1:46 to go

~------------~~~~~~~~---~ ~edUepm~p~tingEWUo~~
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cuntention. Free-throws down the
stretch and strong rebounding by
Bcott ·Warnock keyed Central'-s
win.
Making good on 22-32 freethrows was a big contribution to
the Wildcat cause.
Treasure Valley Community
College almost found gold in
Ellensburg, but a 20 foot jumpshot
by Tri with one tick on the clock
merged Central to a 8l-80 victory.

Women cagers win
1of2 in Idaho
a

It was rough game, "we were too

by Larry Breer

The Central women's basketball
team traveled to Lewis-Clark
State College in Lewiston, Idaho
on Feb. l, and met the Lewis-Clark
Warriors on their home court. The
women romped -away with a-67-62
win over the Lewiston women.
Charlene States dropped 16 points
through the cords.
Tammy
Bullock and Donna Balmer scored
11 points and 10 points respec. tively.
It was a tight game and at the
half, the score stood CWU
37-Lewis-Clark 36. The Central
women hit 39 percent of their
field-goals and 53 percent of their
free-throws.
The following night in Moscow,
Idaho, the women were shocked
by the University of Idaho Vandals
and lost 82-51.
Coach Purser
calledthe game, "our crucifixion'_'~

FINAL SKI CLOSEOUT
, SkiParkas
women's & kid's fiberiill
1
/2

Rossignol Skis

· down parkas
bib & wannups

l

>

The women meet the Western
Washington Vikings this Friday
night -in Nicholson Pavilion at 5
· p.m. That promises to be a game
fans won't want to miss. Purser
admits they are a good team, but
that the Wildcats should do well
against them on their home-court.
On Feb. '9, the Wildcat women play
the Eastern Washington University women in Cheney.

ar,.eba1r
r

40%off
men's fiberfill
30% off
30% off

REASONABLE RATE

Fore(Jn

~years boo~ ~I

i Domestic_

.'fas-'f1'1a

'h

Bindings

Ski Pants
values to $75

Gezestep in

29.95
(reg.$65}
20.00
Marker step in

$25!00 ea.

3s.oo :

64.95
(reg. 103.50) .
Salomon 222
41.95
{reg. 59.95)

Salomon727

nice to them", said Purser. "There
were too many turnovers .and we
just couldn't get our shots off,"
Purser said, "they came at us l~e
a buzzsaw."
In spite or' that buffeting by the
University of Idaho, Inger Bakken
swished five field-goals and six
free-throws to come away with
team high-score of 16. Donna
Balmar scored eight points in .that
game, and Ann Barstow and
Tammy Bullock each came ·away
with six.
On Feb. 5, the women traveled
to Seattle to match baskets with
the Seattle University Falcons.
Before the game, Coach Purser
said, "They are good and were
going to have trouble just staying
alive."

•Ski Boots

price

40%off

LookGl
Look N-57

Tri fired in 25 points (15 in the
second half) and guard John
Holtman added 20. Landrie,
playing his regular game, threw in
14 points.
TVCC took the lead late in the
game, _but with only a few seconds
remaining Central inbounded and
John Holtman rolled a pass
between the legs of several
players to set up Tri's dramatic
shot.

25% 0

ft

an . Frye

77.00

Huny for Best Selection

(reg. 11-0.00~

Misc.

Cross Country Equipment
Waxable skis % price
Trak skis 20% off
Kamu skis 20% off
ski boots 20% off
(except Alfa)
poles 15% off
bindings 15% off

boo ts

TH RU FEB .

1 6 t h

FRYE (

does not

include

gloves30% off

goggles 20% off
h,rtlenecks 20% off
ski bags 8.00

special

8£NCHCRAFHO SINCE 186J.

· orders )

(reg. 17.95}
down hill poles 20%

Put

them on layaway

Mundy's Shoe Store
downtown Ellensburg
.~~
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Catalog
SUMMER JOBS

CIF VISITATION

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Employers offering summer
employment for students will be
on the Central campus during
February and March. There will
be representatives from five
·different resorts and camps
offering jobs. Types of employment range from bartenders to
positions from mature Christian
adults to work with children.

The. following, firms will have
There will be 250 to 400 high
school seniors and community representatives at the Career
college students -on campus Feb. :Planning & Placement Center to
12 and .13 for the Central ;interview interested candidates.
Investments Fund (CIF) scholar· ;Sign-up schedules are posted one
'ship visitation. ,
)week, to the day, before the
A banquet will ·be given in their '.arrival of the interviewers on
honor as well as tours if the ·campus.
campus and orientation tours
conducted by University officials.
Feb. 14-First Natl. Bank of
Those interested in being a guide,
The first representatives will be can ·contact ·the Student Develop-· ;Oregon, Portland, Oregon. Bankon campus Friday, Feb. 22 from 9: mnet office in the SQB.
ing/finance-management traina.m. to 4:30 p.m. They will be
.ing program. Persons interested
ALUMNI AWARDS
interviewing students to work at
in banking as a career.
Nominations ' for the CWU
the Four Winds and Westward Ho
Feb. 15-The Boeing Oo.,
Resort located on Orcas Island, in Alumni Allociation Distinguished
the San Juan Islands. There are 45 Teaching and Alumnus Awards Seattle, Washington. Accounting,
·
potential positions; Positions in- are currently being solicited. industrial technology, business,
clude camp counselors, directors Many of our former students have math, econ., others.
made fine contribution's to their
and food services workers.
Feb. 15-Sopp & McQuaig,
professional areas. CWU faculty
On 'l'hursday, Feb. 28, there will and staff members know which Wenatchee, Washington. Ac>be representatives fr~m Camp former students from your depart- counting majors. Staff accountant
positions.
Easter 8eal and the Seattle ments have beco,me noteworthy.
Feb. 20-Seattle First Natl.
Catholic Youth Organization. Your nomination is tribute to them
Camp Easter Seal is a camp for and also a .tribute to your Bank, Seattle, Washington.
Banking/finance majors or accrippled children a·nd adults, department.
Students know of current counting, econ majors-w/accounlocated 11 miles west of Purdy.
Wa. Positions at Camp Easter Seal teachers who should be considered . ting minor. Management trainee
include counselors, nurses and fc;>r the Distinguished Teaching positions.
waterfront aides. The Seattle Award. Continuous superior
Feb. 20...:.....K-Mart Apparel, FedCatholic Youth Organization is teaching on the undergraduate or eral Way, Washington. Bachelor's
looking for mature .Christian graduate levels will · be the degree. ·Management trainee·
adults interested in working with · primary consideration in granting program.
children. Interviews for employ- this award. Nominees must be
Feb. 20-S.e ars, Roebuck & Co.,
current members of the faculty Alhambra, California. Bachelor's
m~nt by these organizations will
and have taught for at least three degree-credit management
be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
academic years at the time of trainees.
On Friday, Feb. 29 there will be nomination. '
representatives from Oregon
Please participate in the selecFeb. 22-Xerox Corporation,
Caves Resort and Crater Lake tion process by submitting your
Salt Lake City, Utah. Bachelor or
Lodge National Park.
Oregon . nominations t()day. The deadline
masters degree. Northwestern
'::aves Resort is located in Grants for receipt :of ·nomination is
states.
Strictly sales positions.
Pass, Ore., and Crater Lakes , February 22,; 1980. Thank you!
Salaried positions.
Lodge is located in Crater Lake,
Ore. Both resorts need persons to TELECAKE '.I NTERNATIONAL
Feb. 26-Burroughs Corp., ~ac
fill a wide range of positions.
Heart shap~d cakes, red roses or ramento, California. Business
Opportuniti'es -.. range from chauf- red hearts ias expressions of adm.-marketin.g.
Business
fers to program coordinators. feelings for ldved ones have made machines division, Tacoma.
Room and board is available for Valentine's l)ay the most popular
Feb. 29-Thom McAnn Shoes,
~ome employees.
single gift-giving occasion for Auburn, Washington. Business
:
Telecake.
adm.-fashion merchandising,
Students interested in interLovers nationwide use the mgmt trainee programs, Washing·
viewing for possible summer · Telecake service to rush these ton, Oregon, California.
3mployment must .fill out an sentimental greetings to lovers in
application prior to the scheduled college, the i!nilitary or to anyone
interview .date. Applications may away from home.
RECYCLING PRESENTATION
be obtained from the student
Telecake is a nationwide netJmployment office, 205 Barge Hall. work of bakeries which operates in
The Curbstone this Monday,
Many of the positions offered a similar mapner to the flower by Feb. 11, will feature a film and
require no previous experience wire systertis. .Throughout the accompanying talk on _recycling,
and all pay minim~m wage or year individ'1als use the service for presented by the Ellensburg
higher.
birthdays, anniversaries, Father's R.S.V.P~ Recycling Program. The
film is entitled "Recycling Waste",
Day, Mother's Day, etc.
By simpfy calling toll free · and will be followed with a brief
ATTENTION BIOLOGY/
talk by Steve Beaumont, a VISTA
800~453-571Q a Telecake operator
BOTANY MAJORS
will bridge ~he distance between volu,nteer presently coordinatiD.g
you and ytjur .away-from-home the recycling program here in
Agrimanagement, Inc., of Yakjima, Washington is taking applica'
~ions for paid internships in soil
.
1
;
management. 'Interns . will be
training in such areas as taking
soil cores, soil water determina•'.
:ion, soil fertility determinations,
contact the Co-op/Intern Office,
i
Barge 307, 963-2404 if interested.

: Every, Sunday

... ............ .
Spaghetti Dinner

!Ellensburg. The presentation
'. begins at noon, in the SUB Pit.
: The goals of the program, says
·Beaumont, are " ... to promote
·conservation of energy and resources, and help to alleviate the
·solid waste problem by providing a
central location where people can
.bring their recyclable materials".
.Current plans call for the recycling
of paper, aluminum, tin, and glass.
In order to raise funds for this
effort, the program is conducting a
·raffle. Tickets are one dollar
.apiece, or three for two dollars.
Prizes include: a food dryer,
donated by Better Life Natural
:Foods; a $25 gift certificate
donated by Four Winds Bookstore; and, eight canning jars.
Tickets will be available at the
Monday presentation, and can be
purchaseci also at the ·following
locations:
Outrageous Taco,
Better Life Natural Foods, and
iFour Winds Bookstore.
l Anyone interested in further
faformation is urged to attend this
Monday presentation, or to con:tact Steve Beaumont at the Fifth :Avenue Community Center. The
iphone number is 925-6819.

.WANT TO TEACH IN ALASKA?
\

Mr. Steve Roth from the Career
'Planning & Placement Center at
the University of Alaska at
Fairbanks will be on campus, ,
·Thursday, February 14, to hold
two group orientation meetings
for teachers interested in teaching
in Alaska .
The meetings will be .held at
.10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. in 108
.Black Hall--each lasting approxi1mately two hours. While actual
·interviews will not be conducted,
the presentations are strongly
recommended for any teacher
interested in Alaska.
Anyone interested in attending
either of the meetings should
sign up at the Career Planning &
Placement Center, 105 Barge Hall
or in the Education Office, 2nd
Floor, Balack Hall. The sig11-up
schedule will be posted on
February 7, and is intended to help
determine how many people are
interested in teaching in Alaska.
Graduating teachers, alumni,
and faculty are cordially invited to
attend to learn what it's really lide
to live and teach in Alaska.
i

· '{\\AGE;o
o~ TACO . l/s
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Entertainment

~~s. Dance frolll 8 tO 11 · with The. Dogtown HowJers

·-·· · '-:'__,_ .. ,.\_::. ~
t

""'·

sandwiches,
pluas & IMexlcan food. ·

I

.F ri. 7 p.m. T-Jay • guitar & vocals
··,

·y/

. .;'y 05
3,d
925-3 0

Sat. 7 p.m. Alan & Andi Alto

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.·9:00p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8:00a.m.· 10:30p.m.,

Y3E !}(ind to youi
<1/a[Ent inE....

... .......... .
!

·~ ·

Classifieds
For Sale: B.G.W. 250-B Power
Amp 90 Watts ~r channel at 8
~s. Good Condition. $350.

9254922.

$2'

Guitarist interested in · finding ·
: -.'llusieians to form a band; pu1;ial
to roek & roll. Chris • 925-6304. ·
Quality day care $120/month
rilll·time USDA approved meals.
Call 925-3772 Ellensburg Day care.
Children with special . needs
accepted.
Jobs in Alaska. SUmmer/year·
round. $800-2,000 monthly!
_Parks, fisheries, teaching and
more!
1980 employer listings,
information. $3. Alasco, Box 2480,
Goleta. CA .93018.

gSEAl{ .
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117W. 4th

925;J939
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Continued from page

Stastny
i ·

_dismissal of a tenured profes~or.
According to proce~ures laid
down in the faculty code, Stastny
argued his case before a faculty
grievance committee. The committee upheld Garrity's decision. He
then appealed the decision in a
formal hearing over which Yakima
attorney Wade Gano presided.
Gano, in a report submitted to the
board this past December recommended Stastny's dismissal because of the willfulness of his
violation of university rules, the
resultant disruption to students
and faculty because of his action,
previous disciplinary measures
taken against him, and the
recommendation of his colleagues
that he be dismissed.
The entire board accepted
Gano's findings, making only
revisions, but Clifton voted
against the motion saying " .. .it is
my conviction that the misconduct
evinced by Dr. Stastny was
exacerbated by conditions of poor
.
PACE EXAM
The Professional and Administrative Career Examination
(PACE) will be offered in
Ellensburg. The filing periods are
as follows:
Application filing period: Jan.2
to Feb. 15.
Testing period:
March 1 to
April 26.
PACE is required for most
non-technical federal jobs. Applications and additional information
may be obtained at the Career
Planning & Placement Center,
Barge Hall, Room 105.

+

+
+

+

+
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+

+
+
+
+
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+
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Railroad
safety stressed
Central this week announced
the formulation of a railroad safety
plan of action, in case of accident
on the Milwaukee Road tracks that
pass through the campus.

communications and relationships stand to . make · some closing
in his department. I therefore find remarks. He explained that after
the penalties available to us under 1976, his client began taking more
the code inadequate on the one leaves that in previous years: He
Developed by Harold Kortum,
hand and too severe on the other. I attributed this to the strained CWU Physical Plant technical
therefore vote·no on the motion to reJations between Stastny and his. services supervisor and chairman
dismiss."
colleagues.
of the campus safety committee,
Stastny believes that it is
These charges are not grounds the plan was worked out in
especially significant that the for dismissal, Chamberlin said. cooperation with Milwaukee Road
board's chairperson, in dissenting "Dismissal should only occur if the .officials.
from the decision, observed that violations are related to a
the source of the problem may lie professor's fitness."
According to Kortum, the plan
in deficiencies in the faculty code
Stastny has ind1~~ted he will stipulates the Ellensburg Fire
and internal dessenssions.
appeal to the Washington State Department as the local agency in
Each attorney was given 20 Superior Court. In commenting on charge of all necessary operations
minutes to comment on the case the financial support of that in the event of a train derailment,
b~fore the board went into appeal, he said of the .Washington chemical spill or other mishap on
Local
executive session.
Federation of Teachers (WFT) the university campus.
Stastny's attorney, Harvey who has given him support so far, firefighters would be assisted by
Chamberlin, pointed out,, that a "As far as I can perceive, there i& members of the Ellensburg and
"man's ,career was on the line" and no inclination by the WFT. to drop University Police Department.
the main issue was "fairness." the case short of the courts."
If evacuation of campus , build"Dismissal is not the appropriate
Stastny said Monday that the
solution," he said.
Emphasizing the disputed leave, National Committee for the
which was a lecture trip to Defense of Academic Rights would
Hebrew University in Jeruselum, also be assisting him in his appeal.
The committee, which consists
Chamberlin said that it was denied
for personal reasons and Stastny's of prominent university professors
going was an act of principle, not from all over the country, was
neglect of his responsibilities as a formed recently to protest Stastny's dismissal.
professor.
One of its members, Dr. Karen
Continued from page 1
"Dismissal amounts to overkill," Rosenblum-Cale, New York Unididn't
mind the possibility of
Chamberlin said. He further versity, told the Daily Record
pointed out that if there was a Saturday morning in a telephoned women being drafted, while the
women seemed hesitant. Both,
lesson to be learned from the statement, "We are deeply dishearings, his client had learned iL turbed by the action of the ·Board however, agreed women probably
Attorney for the administration, uf Trustees. We plan to pursue the wouldn't be used in actual combat.
Ken Denman, a senior, said, "I
Owen Clark Jr., reached back into matter further in the courts and to
really don't see where it would
continue
our
efforts
to
rouse
the
past proceedings and reviewed
matter if they drafted womenand bolstered the administration's aca_demic community to the dangerous consequences of action of although if I was a woman I
charges against Stastny.
wouldn't go unless they passed the
Following Clark's comment, this kind for academic freedom and
ERA in all states."
·
Chamberlin came back to the integrity.

+
+

+
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ADVANCE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT:
THE RANCH
ACE BOOKS & RECORDS
MUSIC NUT
BEMIS _SOUND IN YAKIMA

ings became necessary, because of
potential hazards to occupants,
University · Police ·would take
charge of that operation.
The detailed procedure outlines
chains of communication to be set ,
up between the Milwaukee Road
dispatcher, University switchboard, local police, firefighters and
hospital.
The plan was developed, Kortum said, because the railroad
tracks bisect the CWU campus
across more than a half-mile of 1
right-of-way and because a portion
of that tract is at the top of
embankments as high as 18 feet.
Although the Milwaukee Road 1
has declared its intention to divest
itself of all track west of Miles
City, Montana, at present the
company still uses the track 1
running through Ellensburg and
the CWU campus.

Draft
•
•
reg1strat1on
•

Cindy Baker, a sophomore, says,
"I wouldn't go. I'd get pregnant •
quick if I had to go. Women
shouldn't be in it unless they want
to pe." She added, "I would do my
part; I just wouldn't want to ,
fight."
Kit Shaw says, "I'm not .for the
draft at all. I wouldn't want to
fight beside a woman either. I'm ..i
not putting them down-I just
don't think it's the place for them."

